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The practice of using statistical analysis methods in applications is full of various problems whose
statements are not described within the framework of classical assumptions. A wide range of statistical
methods are based on the assumption of measurement error normality. Under real conditions normality
and often some other assumptions are not satisfied. The use of classical methods of mathematical statistics
in such situations can turn out to be incorrect.
Many classical results are of an asymptotical nature. At the same time in practice one usually works
with samples of a limited size. The application of asymptotical results is not always valid for limited size
samples.
The form of data (measurements) registration doesn’t often conform to complete samples considered in
mathematical statistics textbooks. Actually samples of observations can be grouped, censored, partially
grouped or interval samples. Mathematical techniques must give an ability to analyze data in any form
and must take into account this form and not to neglect it.
As a rule revealing fundamental statistic regularities in nonstandard conditions is a complicated
problem for researchers.
Analytical methods for investigating properties of statistical estimates and test statistic distributions
are very difficult and as a result of their complexity don’t allow researchers to solve a great number of
problems. The best way out is to use the numerical approach that is computer modeling of statistical
regularities under conditions simulating some real situations of measurement taking. Then mathematical
models approximating the regularities obtained are constructed. Such an approach allows us to obtain
good results in dealing with problems which are difficult to solve by analytical methods only.
That is why computer simulation methods for statistical regularity analysis are becoming more and
more popular.
At present a great number of software systems for statistical data analysis, are widely used in various
applications.
The base of CTI (The Computers in Teaching Initiative is an organization, consolidating the British
Universities) contains more than 100 software packages of statistical data analysis. Software systems
STATISTICA, SPSS, SAS are most often applied in Russia. Some of software systems for statistical
analysis are universal systems designed for an extremely wide range of statistical methods, while others
are intended for solving a comparatively narrow class of problems. As a rule all software systems provide
some techniques for solving statistical analysis problems in various applications. But they don’t enable
researches to investigate regularities in mathematical statistics for developing mathematical instruments.
While analyzing publications in such journals as ”Journal of Statistical Software”, ”Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics”, ”Communication in Statistics”, ”Computational Statistics & Data
Analysis” and others, we can see more and more papers in which numerical methods and in particular
statistical simulation methods are used for investigating properties of estimates and statistics and for
validating analytical results. In other words computer technologies are more and more frequently used
for developing tools of applied mathematical statistics.
A number of useful practical results have been obtained using a computer approach, in particular:
1. The results of investigating statistic distributions and the power of nonparametric goodness-of-fit
criteria when testing simple and composite hypotheses about distributions which are frequently used
in practice [(1)-(3)] as well as constructed models of statistic distributions for various composite
hypotheses and the tables of percentage points were included into recommendations for standardization R 50.1.037-2002 [(4)]. The recommendations are destined for eliminating cases of incorrect

application of goodness-of-fit tests when analyzing observation results in various applications. At
the present time these results have been specified and extended [(5)-(8)].
2. The tables of asymptotically optimal grouping have been constructed for rather wide range of
distributions most frequently used in practice. An application of asymptotically optimal grouping
tables provides the maximal power of χ2 tests for close competing hypotheses [(9)]. We have
investigated the dependence of the test power on the number of grouping intervals. It has been
shown for the first time that there is an optimal number of intervals depending on sample size,
concrete alternatives and a way of grouping [(10)-(13)]. Some of these results were involved into
the recommendations for standardization R 50.1.033–2001 [(14)].
3. The information containing in various sources about advantages of this or that goodness-of-fit test
in certain situations is often ambiguous and inconsistent. Estimations of an asymptotical test power
are difficult to be used because of the limited sample sizes with which it is necessary to deal in
practice. The investigation of test power is a complicated problem because statistic distributions
when a competing hypothesis is true are usually unknown.
The results of investigation of the test power for close competing hypotheses, presented at works
[(15)-(17)], enable to order criteria by power.
4. It has been shown that in some cases even for the considerable censoring degree the losses of the
Fisher information induced by censoring samples are not large [(18)-(19)]. This enables to obtain
rather good estimates of distribution parameters. The distributions of maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) of distribution parameters from censored samples have been investigated by computer
simulation methods for various censoring degrees and various sample sizes. It has been shown that
for the limited sample sizes the distributions of MLE turn out to be asymmetric and MLE are
biased.
5. The distributions of classical statistics used for testing hypotheses about mathematical expectations
and variances have been investigated by statistical simulation technique. It has been shown that
when testing hypotheses about mathematical expectations the application of classical results turns
out to be correct even in cases of considerable deviation from the normal law [(20)]. This result is
true for the parametric Student t-tests used for testing hypotheses about equality of means by two
samples [(21)]. We have also investigated stability and the power of the Abbe test used for testing
hypotheses about the trend absence [(22)].
6. The tables of percentage points have been constructed for statistics used in criteria for testing
hypotheses about variances when an observed distribution is described with the exponential family
of distributions [(20)]. We have obtained the tables of percentage points for the Bartlett and
Cochran tests which can be correctly used when an observed distribution law is described with the
family of exponential laws [(23)].
7. The tables of percentage points for the Grubbs type criteria have been obtained for testing simultaneously 3 maximal (or 3 minimal) sample values and simultaneously minimal and maximal values
in a sample to be outliers. The distributions of the Grubbs test statistics used for rejecting outliers
have been investigated by statistical simulation methods when an observed law is not normal [(24)].
8. The power of Smirnov and Lehmann–Rosenblatt homogeneity tests for two samples has been investigated. A correction for the Smirnov statistic which improves the convergence of statistic
distributions to the limiting law has been suggested [(25)].
9. The tools for modeling and investigating distributions of an arbitrary functions of random variables
and functions of random variable systems as well as the tools for constructing approximation models
for these distributions have been developed [(26)].
10. We have investigated statistic distributions and the power of a number of criteria for testing deviation from the normal law. These tests were compared by power with goodness-of-fit tests.
Disadvantages of some popular tests have been shown [(27)].

11. Simulation methods for statistic distributions of multidimensional random variables have been developed. The distributions of statistics for multidimensional random variables are being investigated
[(28)].
The computer technologies of data analysis and investigation of probabilistic and statistical regularities
is a powerful technique for developing and improving an applied mathematical statistics apparatus.
The investigations carried out are based on the developing software system. On the basis of obtained
investigation results and the software system we have developed the course ”Computer technologies of
data analysis and investigation of statistical regularities” [(29), (30)] for students of the faculty of applied
mathematics and computer science of Novosibirsk state technical university.
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